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The Generic Tax Policy Process

1. Economic Strategy *

2. Fiscal Strategy *

3. Tax Revenue Strategy *

4. Eighteen-month work program *

5. Annual work and resource plan *

6. Detailed policy design *

7. Formal detailed consultation & 
communication

8. Ministerial & Cabinet signoff of 
detailed policy

9. Legislative drafting (phases 6-12)

10. Ministerial & Cabinet signoff of 
legislation *

11. Introduction of bill

12. Select committee phase

13. Passage of legislation

14. Implementation of legislation

15. Post implementation review

16. Identification of remedial issues

Strategic Phases

Tactical Phases

Operational Phases

Legislative Phases

Implementation Review Phases

Reconciliation 
with other govt 

objectives

External input:
External input, as 
appropriate, through green 
paper (ideas) stage and/or 
through white paper (detail) 
stage by either
1. Secondment of 

personnel from private 
sector,

2. A permanent advisory 
panel,

3. Issues-based consultative 
committees, or

4. Submissions on 
consultative document

Output 
from 

phases 1-3 
widely 

publicised 
by Govt –

e.g. Budget

Issues encountered at 
later stages of the 
process, and 
decisions taken to 
change policy, may 
lead to 
reconsideration of 
earlier phases

Consultative 
committee may be 
required to explain 
the intent of its 
recommendations to 
select committee

* Cabinet decision
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Questions
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